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A very good
d aftern
noon to everyb
body an
nd welccome to
o

din Petrroleum’’s 2018
8 AGM. Great to see you all
Lund

again
n here in Stoc
ckholm.. Another yearr has allready

passsed and
d so mu
uch hass happe
ened. Itt’s hard
d to believe

that it has been
b
almost th
hree years since I too
ok overr as
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CEO
O of Lun
ndin Pe
etroleum
m. The journey
y so farr has be
een

both a rema
arkable
e and exxciting one. Whilst
W
it’ s alway
ys

very motiva
ating to look ah
head to
o Lundin Petro
oleum’s
s

brigh
ht and exciting
e
g future, I would like to
t pausse for a

mom
ment and reflec
ct on w
what has
s been achievved in th
he

recent past.
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In the last three years we have seen our yearly average

production increase by over four times, whilst our

operating costs have decreased by a remarkable 60% to

reach cost levels as low as USD 4 per barrel. These are

industry leading operating costs, at levels better than all

our peers. Higher production and lower operating costs

have of course resulted in significantly higher profitability

and our Company has a solid balance sheet despite the

turmoil from the downturn in our industry. Over the last

three years we have consistently delivered above

expectations, a trend that we are proud of and will strive
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to continue. At an oil price of USD 70 we are guiding

operating cash flow in excess of USD 1.7 billion this

year. Meanwhile our resource base continues to

increase and is now close to a billion barrels of oil

equivalent. Production growth has been impressive with

2017 delivering a record year for the Company. Such

strong performance has allowed us to accelerate our

cash dividend plans and I am pleased to propose to the

AGM an inaugural cash dividend of SEK 4 per share.
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We sshould all feel proud of our 2017
2
performa
ance, with
w

production reachin
ng a reccord hig
gh com
mbined w
with rec
cord

low o
operatin
ng costts and a good safety record . Perha
aps,

one of the most
m
re
emarkab
ble ach
hieveme
ents sin
nce we last

met w
was the
e strong
g reserrves additions we dellivered

thanks to th
he signiificant rreserve
es upgra
ade in tthe Edv
vard

Grieg
g field, an imp
pressive
e 47% increas
i
se in resserves
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since the Plan of Development was submitted. We say

in our industry that “big fields get bigger” and this could

not be more true for Edvard Grieg. I am confident that

this field will one day exceed the 300 million barrels of

oil mark! Between the time the Edvard Grieg Plan of

Development was approved and today, the field full

cycle breakeven have decreased significantly and today

stand at USD 34 per barrel.

Also, the progress we have made with our world class

project, the Johan Sverdrup field, is outstanding. Last

year was the most capital intensive year for the project
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and we continue to see further capital costs reductions.

2018 will be an exciting year in terms of offshore activity,

with the installation of three jackets, two platforms and

two pipelines. The project is on track to achieve first oil

in late 2019 and I am convinced Johan Sverdrup will

continue to exceed everybody’s expectations. I will

expand further on Johan Sverdrup later in my speech,

for 2017 was not just a year of excellent operational and

production performance. It was also a year when great

progress was achieved in expanding and maturing our

organic growth portfolio. Four ongoing appraisal projects
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from existing discoveries and a significant exploration

programme have already been announced. These

programmes will together target around 800 million

barrels of unrisked net resources. Remarkably last year,

through licensing rounds and other commercial

transactions, we managed to increase our Norwegian

acreage position by 50% and added two new core

exploration areas in the process. Maintaining a strong

balance sheet through the downturn has allowed us to

take advantage of the cyclical nature of our industry. We

have built an enviable acreage position on the
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Norwegian Continental Shelf and have entered into very

competitive drilling and service contracts. The seeds

were planted some time ago and we are making sure

that the trees are growing bigger and stronger so that

they can bear fruit for years to come!
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It’s fa
air to sa
ay that the ma
arket an
nd our shareho
s
olders

seem
m to agree with us, given Lu
undin Petroleu
um’s share

price
e perforrmance
e over th
he last few years.

But b
before moving
g on to ttalk abo
out wha
at motivvates us
u

the m
most, th
he futurre of Lu
undin Petroleu
um, I wi ll briefly
y

touch
h upon the oil market.
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Oil p
prices started to
t stren
ngthen during the thirrd quarter

of 20
017 on the bac
ck of a healthy
y dema
and grow
wth,

decreasing oil inve
entoriess and th
he pros
spect off an

nded OPEC
O
quota.
q
T
Today we
w conttinue to
o see a very
exten

stron
ng oil de
emand growth
h led by
y the em
merging
g

econ
nomies and ge
enerallyy strong
g and synchro nized

grow
wing wo
orld eco
onomiess. For the very
y first tim
me in
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history, world oil demand is set to reach a record level in

2018 of up to 100 million barrels per day. The growth for

this year alone is now forecasted to be around 2 million

barrels per day. Meanwhile, crude inventories have

continued to gradually decline to reach today’s five year

average inventory level. In other words, the oil surplus is

gone and crude stocks are relatively low, despite a

strong rebound from the US shale industry. The reality is

that US shale will continue to grow but the market can

easily accommodate such growth with a current tight

supply and demand balance, and assuming OPEC
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members continue to maintain their quota discipline. But

we should keep in mind that only a few OPEC countries

are today able to produce above their quota. I also

believe we will see further upward pressure on the oil

price as the supply side further tightens due to

significant under investments in our industry in recent

years. Over the last few years we have moved from

double digit numbers of major project sanctions to just a

few during the low oil price environment. We have also

seen in the past years a significant reduction in

exploration activity. A situation, in my view, that will
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further impact and squeeze the lack of supply growth for

the years to come. It is estimated that the market will

need in excess of 10 million barrels of oil per day

incremental of non-OPEC crude and condensate supply

by 2020…and this despite all the technological

breakthroughs that we see today. Johan Sverdrup will

definitely play its part on the supply growth side but

more is needed! So yes, I am optimistic when it comes

to the oil price and its growth potential for the years to

come.
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Hydrocarbons will continue to play an important role in

our economies but the main challenge is how to provide

this energy source in the most efficient and responsible

way possible? It is essential to ensure that the world

meets its commitment to tackle climate change, and

other environmental challenges, while providing the

world with the energy it requires to drive future growth.

The transition to a low carbon economy has begun but it

will take some time to transition to a fully renewable

energy system. Until this happens, it is critical that we

source the world’s limited energy resources in the most
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susta
ainable
e and ca
arbon e
efficientt way possible
e. Not every
e

barre
el of oil produc
ced in tthe worrld is the same
e!
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Thiss is whyy I wantt to talkk about Lundin
n Petrolleum and

our ccommitment to
o produ
uce thes
se reso
ources iin the most
m

carbon efficcient an
nd susta
ainable
e way possible
e. Durin
ng

last yyear’s speech
s
I highlighted how No
orway iis a world

leade
er in this area. This iss achie
eved thrrough a
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combination of robust and stringent environmental

legislation, the highest carbon tax of any oil producing

country, the use of power from shore for fields such as

Johan Sverdrup and a strong commitment to research

and development to drive innovation. Measured in

carbon dioxide emission intensity per barrel produced,

Norway’s oil and gas industry produces about half of the

emissions compared to the world average. It gets even

better if you look at our Edvard Grieg facilities which,

last year, achieved a carbon intensity level that was only

a quarter of the world average. Or if you prefer, half of
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the Norwegian average, already best in class. Through

targeted investments, an ongoing commitment and

continuous innovation we are challenging ourselves to

further reduce our emissions from these already low

levels. When the Johan Sverdrup field comes on stream

by late 2019 it will set a new world record of low carbon

intensity with close to zero carbon emissions for each

barrel produced. This will be achieved primarily through

powering the facility from shore using hydropower.

Definitely, not every barrel of oil produced in the world is

the same! We are committed to further reduce our
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emissions through increased energy efficiency and

improved technology. The same approach is firmly

anchored in our minds when it comes to waste

management. As always it’s not just what we do but

also, as importantly, how we do it.

I would now like to focus on the exciting future that lies

ahead for our Company and the significant growth

opportunities we have through the development of

existing projects, new projects and our organic growth

strategy.
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This year we
w are expectin
e
ng prod
duction levels close to
t

last yyear on
n the ba
ack of the continued strong

perfo
ormancce from the Ed
dvard Grieg
G
fie
eld whicch, toda
ay,

acco
ounts fo
or aroun
nd 75%
% of the Compa
any’s to
otal

production. We ha
ave justt releas
sed our resultss for the
e first

d I am pleased
p
d to report ano
other se
et of rec
cord
quarrter and

numbers. Our
O ope
erating ccost wa
as for th
he first time in
n
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Lundin Petroleum’s history below USD 4 per barrel. This

is an outstanding achievement from of our operational

team. We have also generated record operating cash

flow of USD 462 million and free cash flow of USD 170

million for the first quarter. These results set the tone for

what we believe will be another very profitable and

successful year. Beyond the production and the cash

flow generation, three further key pillars will shape the

future of the Company: firstly the successful

development and execution of Johan Sverdrup,

secondly our organic growth activities and thirdly and
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finallly, the propose
p
ed long
g term and
a sus
stainab le divid
dend

policcy.
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So, ffirstly, Johan
n Sverd
drup: siince the
e AGM last ye
ear

we h
have se
een sign
nificant project saving
gs for b
both

Phasse I and
d II. Co
ompared
d to the
e initial Plan off

Deve
elopme
ent subm
mission
n, costs
s have come
c
d
down by
y an

impressive 50%, in
ncludin
ng foreig
gn exch
hange ssavings
s.
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This has a direct impact on the full field break-even price

which today is below USD 20 per barrel. We have also

seen further resource increases in the field with the

latest resources estimated to between 2.1 and 3.1 billion

barrels of oil equivalent. I will once again repeat myself,

“big fields get bigger”! 2018 will also see the submission

of the Phase II Plan of Development with already

several major contracts being awarded. But, more

importantly, with 70% now complete, Phase I is solidly

on track to achieve first oil in late 2019. By then Johan

Sverdrup will be producing 440,000 barrels of oil per day
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and will step up to 660,000 by the time Phase II comes

on stream in 2022. Statoil, the operator of the Johan

Sverdrup field, is doing a great job in the execution and

delivery of this world class project as well as the many

suppliers and contractors that are engaged throughout

the world. Last week, the first platform was successfully

installed on the field and already by the end of this

summer, all four jackets, the drilling and the riser

platforms will have been installed offshore, as well as

the oil and gas pipelines. Johan Sverdrup is simply in a

league of its own and will lead to phenomenal value
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creation for years to come. It is also a remarkable

testimony of first class engineering, integration,

innovation and a solid HSE culture. It is the culmination

of the passion and hard work of thousands of people

across the world who have dedicated their careers to

proudly deliver Johan Sverdrup Phase I significantly

under budget and on schedule. But images are worth a

thousand words and I hope you will enjoy the movie we

are about to see now:
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&

MOVIE

Wha
at a privvilege, and
a how
w excitiing to be
b part of such
ha

phen
nomena
al story!

S
SLIDE 10
1
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Our existing production, and the successful execution of

the Johan Sverdrup project, will allow Lundin Petroleum

to reach over 130,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day

by the time Johan Sverdrup Phase I is on stream, and

over 160,000 by 2022 when Phase II is on line. This will

double our current production levels. On a relative basis,

this is undoubtedly one of the best growth stories you

can find today in the oil and gas industry, coupled with a

sustainably low operating cost and a minimal

environmental footprint. This is what we call “our do

nothing case” since it “only” takes into account our
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existting pro
oduction
n and th
he ongoing Jo
ohan Svverdrup
p

deve
elopment. This
s nicelyy leads me to our
o seccond pilllar,

Orga
anic grrowth activitie
a
es …..O
Or if yo
ou prefe
er “beyo
ond

our d
do noth
hing cas
se”!
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Firstly, it is about progres
p
ssing ou
ur disco
overed resourrces

to co
ommerccial rese
erves. T
This ye
ear we will
w be vvery ac
ctive

on th
hree fro
onts: the
e “Luno
o II” dis
scovery, a pote
ential
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subsea tie-back to the Edvard Grieg platform, the

fractured basement discovery called “Rolvsnes”, where

appraisal drilling is currently ongoing and may also

include a potential subsea tie-back to the Edvard Grieg

platform and finally, the large “Alta Gotha” discoveries in

the southern Barents Sea, where we will be conducting

an extended well test and look forward to see the results

later this year. The excellent news is that we are off to a

very good start with the great results of the Luno II

appraisal well that we announced in March. These

results have increased the Luno II estimated resources
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by about 30%. There is no question in our minds that

Luno II is now a commercial project and we are aiming

to submit a Plan of Development for approval around

year end. This year’s appraisal programme is targeting

over 200 million barrels of oil equivalent of net resources

from three different projects, and we know that one of

them, the Luno II discovery, is already moving towards

development.
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Seco
ondly, itt is abo
out the C
Compa
any’s ab
bility to continu
ue to

find n
new ressources
s through a ta
argeted and prroactive
e

explo
oration strateg
gy. Ove
er the years we
e have been very
v

activve in ren
newing and diiversifying ourr explorration

portffolio. Th
his was
s achievved thro
ough lic
censing
g round
ds,

new deals and
a the
e abilityy of our explora
ation te
eam to be at

the fo
forefron
nt of exp
ploratio
on techn
nology.. This h
has resu
ulted
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in the Company increasing its acreage foot print by 50%,

now covering six core exploration areas and being one

of the most active explorers on the Norwegian

Continental Shelf. Our updated exploration programme

for 2018 comprises ten wells, targeting around 600

million barrels of net unrisked resources. We firmly

believe in the potential to find significant new resources

and in our ability to grow organically. The Norwegian

Continental Shelf ranks in the top 10 exploration areas

in the world with significant yet to find resources in

excess of 16 billion barrels according to the Norwegian
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Petroleum Directorate. Exploration is a long-term game

and the Company has continuously proven its ability to

make new discoveries with an excellent track record at a

finding cost well below one USD per barrel. There will be

disappointments along the way but, ultimately, I have no

doubt in our ability to find new resources. The future

beyond “the do nothing case” is as exciting and

promising as ever with a clear and active organic growth

strategy going forward.
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Lund
din Petrroleum has, ovver the years, gone tthrough
ha

rema
arkable
e growth
h story that will contin
nue witth the

execcution of
o the giant Joh
han Sv
verdrup field an
nd an

activve organic grow
wth stra
ategy. Recenttly, we h
have also

seen
n the Co
ompany
y generating a record
d low o
operatin
ng

cost,, achievving sig
gnifican
nt capita
al expenditure
e saving
gs

and continu
uing to deliver
d
above guidan
nce. Th is, coup
pled
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with oil prices recovering, has led the Company to

generate significant free cash flow ahead of Johan

Sverdrup’s first oil. It is thus not a surprise that we are

proposing today to redistribute some of the cash to you

shareholders and propose this year a first cash dividend

payment of SEK 4 per share. What we are proposing is

a long-term and sustainable dividend policy which is set

to at least double next year and then likely to increase

again with the commencement of production from Johan

Sverdrup.
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Our Norweg
gian jou
urney ccontinue
es to be
e nothin
ng but an

extra
aordina
ary one.. We ha
ave an absolutely fan
ntastic and
a

enthusiasticc team of peop
ple acro
oss the
e organ isation with

ong HS
SE cultu
ure but also with
w a grreat
a stro

entre
epreneu
urial an
nd leade
ership spirit.
s
I am verry grate
eful

and honourred to work
w
witth such
h a grea
at team
m and an
n

imme
ense th
hank yo
ou to yo
ou all fo
or your supporrt and fo
or
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what you have achieved. There is absolutely no doubt in

my mind that Lundin Petroleum is firmly on track to

continue to exceed expectations. The future beyond “the

do nothing case” is as promising and exciting as ever.

A big thank you to the Board, the Lundin family and to
you, fellow shareholders, for your confidence and
continued support. To my colleagues, you are simply the
best and one simple question to you: “how can we do
even better?”

Our journey and the future of the Company have never
been as clear and exciting as it is today.
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Full ssteam ahead!
a

Than
nk You..
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